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Student Athletes of the Year
While the university only highlights the performances of four athletes per year with annual
awards, The Spectator has chosen to acknowledge one exceptional athlete from each team
Athletes at Seattle University are presented with a unique challenge - while vigorously trying to become and remain competitive, they
are given no leniency in the classroom and are forced to live up to Seattle University's academic standards. Throughout the year there
are studentathletes who excel not only in their respective athletic domains, but also within the settings ofacademia. Some are seasoned
veterans ofSeattle University's programs; however, others are newcomers who will lead Redhawk athletics into the future. They are our
Athletes ofthe Year.
For complete coverage turn to pages 7-10
A year in headlines
For The Spectator's complete
coverage on the top stories of
2005-2006, see pages 4 and 5.
Tyler Mahoney/The Spectator
Young and old crowded the streets of
Seattle twice this year as part of the great
national movement to show support for
immigration rights.
When the state-wide smoking ban passed it
became illegal to smoke inside and up to 25 feet
around businesses, which also included the
many hookah and cigar bars around the city.
The suspect in the Campion fire that set the ru-
mor mill a blaze pleaded guilty to the crime.
JoeyAnchondo/The Spectator






the city for the
summer, but low
on cash?
Look to our summer
entertainment guide
cheap ways to spend
the time, along with a
few options that will be




Pearl Jam and Bow Wow
are among the many
music artists who will be
appearing in Seattle over
the summer.
Editorial
University must reassess its function before growing
Each year The Spectator Editorial Board reflects on
the happenings of the previous nine months in their
editorial.Last year we reflected on the passing ofPope
John Paul 11, and the year before we wrote something
about a cricket and enjoying the summer - in essence,
the staff had nothing to say but quickly punched out a
few words to close out the last issue.
Fortunately for you, we have a little flavor left in us
and we decided to reflect on issues within the univer-
sity. We came to the conclusion that simply reflecting
on the big stories ofthe year would be tricky to cover
in 500 words, and suggesting that you should have
fun this summer would be stating the obvious. If we-
focused on being proactiveand searching out injustices
in the world, we'd be the mouthpiece for the university
and we don't like doing that.
However, reflection should be given some merit,
since one cannot learn from ones mistakes without
reflecting on them. Instead of focusing on how stu-
dents should do so, we thought maybe the adminis-
tration should reflect on where they are steering this
university.
First, when you think of Seattle University, you
should think of small, Jesuit and community. But too
quickly we are becoming less of a small school and
■; of a big school. Four years ago our total enroll-t was 6,337; going by the recent surge of studentslling, it is estimated that by 2009, the student
population may exceed 8,000.
B seems that the university has a plan to curb thevth and steady the flow of students, but creatingtions is more ofa guessing game of playing with
Second, we may have communities on campus,
■we lack a true understanding ofcommunity. Our)llment may reflect a diverse campus, but we stayonnected. Instead of including people in different
groups, we exclude them. While we should be united,
Kally, though some believe that our Jesuitpresencempus is far from "dismal at best," which was
. last week in The Spectator, our Jesuit identity
doesn't seem to drift further than our commitment
to social justice. Students are expected to search out
Jesuits on campus, rather than experiencing them in
our daily lives.
Though it is understandable that Jesuits are becom-
ing more time restricted, they should be visible in
the residence halls, where a Jesuit foundation can be
established with freshmen and sophomores.
When exactly did Jesuits stop becoming involved
with students? Only a few Jesuits go to home athletic
matches and campus events - even our own president
rarely makes an appearance at home games for our
athletic teams.
Our students deserve the attention and shouldn't
have to be involved with aministry program to become
involved with the Jesuit aspect of our Jesuit campus.
The administration should reevaluate their roles on
campus and focus more on instilling that community
feeling once sought by the university.
The administration should strive to understand the
needs of the current students, not those ofthe incom-
ing classes. Enrollment will continue to soar, which
means more and more students understand why we
came here. That's not really a bad thing, but the cur-
rent students like the small university feel, but with
a possible enrollment of 7,400 students next fall, we
may lose that feeling.
Discrimination in Hollywood
The Da Vinci Code is another example of how the film industry has swept aside
faith, morals and Christianity in favor of sensationalism
bernicad@seattleu. edu
"It's just fiction...it's fiction!" Of
course it is. The Dα Vinci Code is no
more real than a Stephen King novel or
a Tom Cruise action flick. Even author
Dan Brown, though he loves to tote his




ing book has been
adapted into a major
motion picture - and
one that many will
see. Many Christians,
on the other hand, are
less than pleased with






good plot twists. One
can understand why
so many have been
attracted to the Code.
One can even hope
that people enjoy the
story without taking
it seriously. Many
people complain that opponents of the
book and movie are making too much
of a fuss. Fans of The Dα Vinci Code
want Catholics to brush the movie off
as mere fiction.
Guess what; ifyou are truly Catholic,
you have already done so! The worry
and fuss, however, derives from a fear
of others not being able to discern truth
from fiction.
It would have been appropriate to
place a fiction disclaimerat the opening
of the movie.
The Code's "facts," actually marked
by great exaggerations and severe ig-
norance, are presented in a potentially
persuasive manner.
It's only reasonable that people with
a strong faith worry that such a movie
may hurt faith in the world.
Besides, the movie is incredibly weak
as a film anyway. It's long, slowly paced,
packed with laughable dialogue, and
features one ofTom Hanks' worst career
performances.
Despite justified poor reviews, Hol-
lywood has nursed this movie along
tenderly, and some people even had it
picked to be one of the best movies of
the year - that is, until they saw it. Any-
way, this movie is just part of the film
industry's trend ofdiscrimination toward
Christian beliefs and, most certainly, any
sort of Christian morals.
There was a day and age, long ago,








Today, even a fa-
mous actor/filmmak-
er such as Mel Gib-
son has to spend up-
wards of $40 million
of his own money
and tap a foreign film
company for support




down hard on The
critics now refer to
in this day and age,
you must be "crazy"
to express Christian
faith openly - espe-
cially in the movie
industry. It's just not hot.
There have been some bright spots.
The Passion was a huge success and so
was the deeply allegorical Chronicles of
Narnia, released this past winter.
This is important to note. Faith and
morals are not dead - however, I wish
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OPINION
Cars an unnecessary burden for SU students
Canda Harbaugh
harbaugh@seattlen. edu
It feels like karma, or perhaps I should say "carma," ran me
over and left me to suffer financially and emotionally this past
month. I beg you - don'tmake the same mistake I made - don't
believe that life will be better and more convenient with a shiny
car sitting outside your house.
Unless you have children or commute from the boonies or
have some other outstanding circumstance, you don't need a
car and would, in fact, save yourself a lot ofmoney and stress
by not owning one.
Less than two months ago, I was earless. In my third year at
SU, I had lived just fine without a car. While buses don'trun
all hours of the night and aren't that convenient when it comes
to grocery shopping or going to the beach (with firewood, food,
volleyball net, etc.), it's not as inconvenient as relying on a car
that sucks you dry ofmoney and causes undue stress.
I didn'tknow thistwo months ago. I rode in thepassenger side
ofmy friend's car and razzed her for driving everywhere- some-
times fewer than five blocks away - instead ofwalking.
"I'm getting a car soon," I said, "but I'm going to park it and
only use it when I absolutely need it."
"You wait and see," she said. "That's what I thought before
I got my car."
Have you ever noticed that you don'tneed something until
you have it, and then, all of a sudden, you can't live without
it?
I used to walk to the grocery store, bank, coffee shop, library,
school, work and most other places I needed to go, but now it
justseems like an unnecessary hassle. School is only about six
blocks from my house, and it's embarrassing to say that many
times I drive there - but I always have a good excuse.
These are the best excuses I give myselfand people who raise
their eyebrow at my laziness: I was running late and didn'thave
time to walk, I will need my car after class to run errands, and
- my favorite- I'm going to be on campus late and don't want
to walk home alone at night.
If the only negative consequences to owning a car meant that
I got fatter and lazier, I could probably live with that. I am too
self-centered to deprive myselfofa car based on concerns with
oil wars and the environment. However, in less than a month, I
received a parking ticket, was involved in an accident, and got
my car scratched by someone who doesn'tknow how to park.
I figure the $25 parking violation ticket that public safety
issued me is cheaper than paying the $174-per-quarter parking
permit, which amounts to about $70 a month just to park your
car on campus. Besides, I already have to pay for a residential
parking permit to park on the street in front of my house. It's
only $45 for six months, or about $7.50 per month, but it isn't
that good ofa deal when you consider that thepermit does not
guarantee a parking spot - a fact that I am painfully aware of
whenever the churchtwo doors down from me has a wedding,
funeral or mass.
The latest issue with my car - an accident that wasn't even
my fault. Thank God it caused only cosmetic damage, and the
other driver had insurance. However, that doesn't make the
process any easier or faster, and it doesn't mean that my car
insurance costs won't go up. Like most car accidents, the other
driver is contesting whose fault it was, meaning I won't get
compensated until the other insurance company is done drag-
ging its feet. Besides the ridiculous price ofcar insurance for
young drivers- about $ 100 amonth for bareminimum liability
- another burden of car ownership is that there are many bad
drivers out there, as well as manydrivers without car insurance.
If you are involved in a car accident that isn't even your fault,
there is a good chance that you will have to pick up the costs
of fixing your car, unless, ofcourse, you want to get involved
in an expensive and lengthy civil suit.
While the headache ofcar accidents and the cost of parking
permits, parking tickets, car payments and insurance are not easy
factors to digest, there is also the obvious expense ofclimbing
gas prices. Currently, it costs about $40 to fill my 12-gallon
tank, which only lasts a week or two. You used to be able to
give your friend $5 for gas money to drive you wherever you
wanted to go, but those days are gone, and there is no sense in
reminiscing about the past.
The bottom line is - who cares if you can drive to the coffee
shop if the gas to get there and the price ofparking costs more
than the coffee itself?
How is driving there more convenient than walking or catch-
ing a bus ifyou have to circle around the block f0r.15 minutes
to find a parking space?
Thereare otherinconveniences ofowning a car - maintenance
even the potential of having your car broken into. Seattle has
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States, which means you always run the risk of getting your
things stolen.
Even ifyou don'tleave anything ofvalue in your car, thieves
will break your window and rake through your belongings,
sometimes taking things of no value or use to anyone but
yourself. This occurs all of the time, especially at SU and the
surrounding neighborhoods.
After having a car in Seattle for such a short time and being
disgusted with the experience, I have to ask, why do so many
people continue shouldering the costs and putting up with the
frustrations of owning a car in the city?
ing a car wit
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Letters to the Editor
Jesuits on Campus
Dear Editor:
Istrongly disagree with a conclusionstated
in your recent editorial: "However, as some
students on campus can attest the Jesuit pres-
ence and involvement at Seattle University is
dismalatbest." I do notbelieve thatyou speak
for the experience of all students in drawing
your conclusion. From the founding of the
university, the Jesuits lived on campus and
have been an active and involved presence at
Seattle University.
As the Vice President for Mission and
Ministry, 1 have relied upon many Jesuits to
promote the Jesuit identity of the university
and to serve the spiritual andpastoral needs of
our students. The Jesuits who live and work
on campus are joined by hundreds of their
colleagues in many programs to enhance that
identity and to follow the Jesuit educational
tradition. Your statement ignores and mini-
mizes the commitmentand the dedication of
many outstanding educators.
Seattle University is fortunate to have
Jesuits who are active in the classroom, in
administration and in the spiritual programs
that serve our students. Perhaps the editors or
those they speak for have missed the oppor-
tunity to be taught by Fathers Murphy, Cobb,
Ely, Kelliher, Reichmann, Duffy, Venker,
Foster or Leigh; perhaps they have not sought
help from Fathers Sullivan, Sundborg, Harris,
Howell orGillis; and theymay not have been
in the chapel, on a retreat orreceived spiritual
direction from Fathers Bentz and Bayard. In
addition to the Jesuit priests, the community
consists of three scholastics who have taught
and ministered in preparationfor theirforma-
tion as priests.
The Office of Jesuit Identity is active in
providing programs for faculty and staffwho
want to deepen their understanding and com-
mitment to Jesuit education and Jesuit spiritual-
ity. Yourstatement underestimates the impact
of Colleagues, Nicaragua Immersion, Tent
City, JusticeEducation, Western Conversations,
Endowed Mission Fund, faculty and staff ori-
entations, Spiritual Exercises in Everyday Life,
silentretreats, spiritual directionandparticipa-
tion in other missionrelated activities.
The Campus Ministry team and programs
provide a number of services for our students
and the Jesuits are supportive and activepartici-
pants in these programs. The Jesuits celebrate
and preach at the daily and Sunday liturgies on
campus, and many of them assist in parishes
on the weekends. Jesuits are present on every
silent retreat and strongly support the retreat
programs for allofour students. The Jesuits are
supportive ofthe justiceoutreaches ofstudents
and, offaculty and staff.
Jesuit presence comes through ina variety of
formats whetheror not there are actually "Jesu-
its" there. It is those who havebeen touchedby
the Jesuits that continue the spirit and practice
of Jesuit education.
We can always do more, but dismal at best
strikesme as petty and inadequate. Ifyou have
suggestions onhow the Jesuitidentity couldbe




Vice President for Mission and Ministry
Gun control
Dear Editor:
Mr. Crane's article "Effective gun control
in Seattle," The Spectator, May 24, was quite
articulate, however flawed the logic.
"After every high profile shooting, they al-
ways want to take the gunsaway fromthepeo-
ple who didn't do it." - WilliamBurroughs.
Please note:
-The U.S. Supreme Court has consistently
ruled the police are not responsible for the
safetyofindividual citizens. So, when a couple
of armed 19-year-old societal predators bent
on murder and mayhem are kicking down
your door at 3:00 a.m., "Who ya gonna call -
Ghostbusters?" Or maybe you believe the T.V.
fiction and will confront them with a baseball
bat? Get a grip!
- Recent studies by the U.S. Department
of Justice have concluded that gun-control
laws have had no effect on reducing crime in
this country.
- Studies by University ofFlorida crimi-
nologist GaryKleck conclude that firearms are
used by law-abidingAmericans to defend life
and property more than 2 million times each
year(and onlyrarely is a shotever fired). With
this in mind, I suggest you conduct a Risk/
Reward comparison of the "gun violence"
statistics offered by the anti-gun extremists
to arrive at the truth.
Since the definition of "infringed" is the
sametoday as it was in the 18thcentury when
the Bill of Rights was ratified, exactly what







At Equal Exchange we're very encour-
aged to see so much enthusiasm for Fair
Trade among the students and faculty of
Seattle University. The recent panel ("Panel
discusses benefits of fair trade coffee" May
18) was a great step toward educating the
broader community on these issues. Such
public discussions drive home how simple,
everyday choices connect all of us to the
millions of men, women and children
around the world who produce the coffee,
cocoa, fruit and other goods that enrich our
own lives.
However, we couldn't help but notice
the peculiar reasoning of the Starbucks rep,
Andy Fouche, when explaining why they
do not serve Fair Trade coffee more often. I
quote: "Whenyou have 300 millionpounds
being produced for fair trade, and only one
third of it being consumed, there's simply
not enough demand to have it drip every
day of the week." This is circular logic, and
confuses the choices of coffee importers
with those ofAmerican coffee drinkers. In
essence, it is Starbucks, and other coffee
importers, who have chosen not to buy (or
"consume, ") those additional 200 million
pounds of Fair Trade coffee. Since it was
their decision to not buy, and not serve, this
Fair Trade coffee they cannot at the same
timesuggest that they are simply respond-
ing to public tastes.
In contrast, retailers PCC Natural Mar-
kets, Madison Market and Town & Country
Markets see not only plenty of consumer
demand, but also pursue opportunities to
increase that demand, including simply of-
fering more Fair Trade choices. This is one
reason Town & Country invited us to open a
100percent Fair Trade espresso bar at their
Ballard Market location. We, Caffe Ladro,
Bulldog News, and otherindependent cafes
who serve onlyFair Trade coffeeknow that




Manager, Equal Exchange Espresso at
Ballard Market
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Campus'News
Top stories of the 2005-2006 year
The people, events that rocked Seattle University
Athletic department crumbles with loss of coaches, directors
In what was arguably the big-
gest surprise of the year, longtime
head coach of men's soccer, Peter
Fewing, completed his last season
in 2006 after 18years ofcoaching
at Seattle University.
Fewing submitted his resigna-
tion on Feb. 15, citing reasons of
"irreconcilable differences with
the new athletic administration,"
according to an article printed in
the Seattle Times.
Peter Fewing (left) resigned after citing admin-
istrative differences, and a month later Wendy
Guthrie (far right) resigned as well.
The resignation proved to be
a blow to the university in many
ways. Fewing brought success to
the men's soccer program with
two national championship titles
and only three consecutive losing
seasons since he stepped on the
field, and his departure meant
the loss of many key supporters
of the program, both morally and
financially.
Rumors circulated that alumni
were attempting to take back
donations for the renovation of
Championship Field.
The tension experienced by
Fewing was said to be with
the athletic administration as a
whole.
After interviews with members
of the team and administration,
however, the problem seemed to
be rooted between Fewing and
athletic director Wendy Guthrie.
"At every athletics depart-
ment I've worked with, there are
always incidents where a coach
has a problem with the athletic
director," said Rob Kelly, vice
president of student develop-
ment, in the Feb. 22 issue of The
Spectator.
Just over a month after Fewing
submittedhis resignation, Guthrie
followed suit, resigning from her
position as athletic director, say-
ing she wanted to pursue personal
and professional goals.
Guthrie was responsible for the
expansion of the athletics depart-
ment and its budget, including the
addition of an assistant director
of athletics, a full-time volley-
ball coach, full-time assistant
coaches in men's and women's




the athletics department seemed
to fall apart during the 2005-06
academic year, with the depar-
ture of the men's and women's
track and field/ cross country
coach Paula Montgomery, the
men's soccer assistant coaches,
and Kevin Eubanks, the sports
information director.
Brad Agoos has been hired as
the men's soccer coach in timefor
fall season, and Trisha Steidl as
the men's and women's track and
field/cross country head coach.
The positions ofathletics director
and sports information director
have yet to be filled.
Though unintentional, the
2005-06 academic year shed
light on the quiet turmoil that
was interfering with the growthof
the athletic department at Seattle
University.
Now, with the implementation
of new members to the athletic
administration, the program can
move forward along with the




Campus response to racism
Last week the Black Student Union and
Office ofMulticultural Affairs distributed a
letter to students, informing them of racist
incidences that have occurred on campus this
year, encouraging them to respect racial and
cultural differences.
The letter referred to hatefuland malicious
graffiti that was found on campus in April
and May. There were three incidents ofracist
graffiti found during this time, but only two
were mentioned in letter.
The graffiti brought about a "Town Hall
Meeting" held in May to brainstorm ways
to respond, and the BSU and OMA decided
that distributing a letter and reading it in
classrooms would reach more people than
the Town Hall Meeting did, including those
who respect cultural differences, as well as
those who don't.
The letter referred to another incident
that occurred the third week of October,
in which SU's Amnesty International hung
rope nooses around campus to promote
Death Penalty Awareness Week. The nooses
were reminiscent to some of a long history
in America of hanging blacks, and while
Amnesty International members did not
consider the strong symbolic meaning, the
nooses upset many.
The letter asked the SU community to
dress in black last Thursday to give students
and faculty a visual way to show support
for diversity.
"There was an overwhelming amount of
support and participation for the [racial],
cultural and diversity awareness," said BSU
co-president Marcus Steele.
Most recently a group offive multi-racial
and three white SU students experienced
racism when they were eating at a Denny's in
Darrington, a small town north of Seattle.
As soon as the group was seated two
groups of people began saying racist slurs
to each other about the students, which in-
cluded, "Oh gosh here come the colors" and
"What is this? Dirty ghetto night?"
The students did nothing at the time, and
were approached by the manager who told
them, "You need to leave, this is a family
establishment."
"I never really experienced blatant racism
before," said Marisa Vierra, senior sociology
major. "I guess what sticks out the most...
was the feeling we had as we were kicked
out and they were just laughing at us. It was
just a horrible feeling."
Online communities: fun or liability?
Onlinecommunities such asMySpace and
Facebook have made national headlinesfor
their overwhelming popularity among teen-
agers and young adults, as well as for their
easy access to information that users post.
The large debate is over whether these on-
line communities are useful or just a waste of
time, but whatisn't a debate is that some ofthe
incriminating material that young people put
on the Internet can come back to haunt them.
While young people seem to be under
the impression that an onlineprofile is only
viewed by friends. The Spectator reported
in the Feb. 1 issue that there are many seri-
ous consequences to posting incriminating
information on the Internet.
In some universities, students have been
expelled for the content of theironline pag-
es, such as the case of the students scheming
to get a campus police officer fired. It was
reported that SU's administration does not
look through online student profiles but
might investigate if there is a complaint.
Posting questionable material online can
also keep recent college graduates from
getting a job, The Spectatorreported. Some
potential employers look up online profiles
of college graduates.
Immigration debate still rages
Students joined more than 25,000 people
who marched the streets of Seattle on April
10 in support of immigration rights.
As the school year comes to an end,
many Seattle University students turn their
attention to finals instead of the debate over
immigration reform that is still a hot topic
across the nation, especially with the White
House working on its plan for comprehen-
sive immigration reform.
The debate in April over the hot-bed issue
of immigration struck an emotional chord
in many. These emotions carried people
into the streets all across the nation as more
than one million people marched in rallies.
Included in these efforts were approximately
60 SU students who joined others to march
from St. Mary's Church to the federal build-
ing on Second Avenue on April 10.
President Bush unveiled his plan for com-
prehensive immigration reform earlier this
month in a televised address to the nation.
"For decades, the United States has not
been in complete control of its borders,"
he said. "We must remember that the vast
majority of illegal immigrants are decent
people who work hard, support their fami-
lies, practice their faith, and lead responsible
lives. They are a part
of American life, but




includes plans to in-
crease border barri-
cades with new patrol
roads and high-tech
fences that use motion
sensors, infrared cam-
eras and unmanned
aerial vehicles. An ad-
ditional 6,000border
patrol agents will be
in place by the end of
2008. Until then the
president is calling
on the National Guard
to temporarily set up
camp for support.
He has also asked Congress for $327 mil-
lion to put an end to the "catch and release"
policy. This includes funding the purchase
of 20,800 beds for detention facilities in
order to avoid releasing illegal immigrants
on the grounds of not having enough room
to hold them.
Along with these efforts the government
will be employing such plans as "Operation
Stonegarden" and "Operation Streamline."
The latter involves corroboration between
the Department of Homeland Security,
Department of Justiceand local law enforce-
ment agencies to expedite prosecution and
removal of illegal immigrants.
"It not only is going to affect Mexican
immigrants but it will affect all immigrants
from everywhere," said Job Romo, fresh-
man engineering major, originally from
Mexico.
These changes will notbe made overnight,
which means the nation shouldbe seeing a






Students help rebuild after Hurricane Katrina
Many students, like Galligan,
spent spring break rebuilding
homes destroyed by Katrina.
A month before classes started at Se-
attle University, Hurricane Katrina came
crashing down on the Golf Coast. With
80 percent-of New Orleans flooded by
Aug. 31, SU welcomed many displaced
college students from that area.
Though most have returned to New
Orleans to finish out the school year, there
is still rebuilding to be done.
Katie Galligan, a junior nursing major,
traveled on her own to New Orleans to
help with the Habitat for Humanity proj-
ect in St. Bernard Parish.
"There is no place I would have rather
gone for spring break," she said. "The
experience was very personal. It changed
the way I think about myself and life."
Galligan was joined by hundreds of
college students from across the nation
who opted to skip the typical spring
break to get down and dirty cleaning up
the GulfCoast.
The help was much needed, as Hur-
ricane Katrina was the costliest natural
disaster in the history of the United
States.
Since the disaster in late August the
region has slowly been recovering with
help ranging from individuals to huge
companies, such as Columbia Helicop-
ters, who are all aiding in the clean-up
and reconstruction.
Along with the recovery effort, the
city ofNew Orleans re-elected its mayor,
Democrat Ray Nagin on May 20.
This came as a shock to many across the
nation who did not expect him to win the
vote after many controversial incidences,
such as his combative criticism of the
government and President Bush during
the aftermath ofKatrina.
While campaigning in January, Nagin
gave a speech at a Martin Luther King
Day celebration in which he referenced
returning New Orleans to a "chocolate
city."
In his continuing term, Nagin coined
May as "Hurricane Preparedness Month."
This is just one part of the plan developed
by his Office of Emergence Preparedness
that aims for a more strategic and effec-
tive evacuation plan for future disasters.
Nagin has urged citizens to take indi-
vidual responsibility by making family
emergency plans before the beginning of
hurricane season, which starts June 1.
Courtesy of Katie Galligan
Library incidents lead to tighter security
Two weeks ago The Spectator reported
an incident that took place inside the
Lemieux Library, when a woman was
assaulted in the first floor restroom. The
school has since taken precautionary mea-
sures that will protect students who use the
library by providing certain evening hours
for campus community access only.
The first measure is the recently installed
card readers by the first and second floor
doors of the building. These readers will
require students to swipe their campus card
- like in the ResidenceHalls - to be granted
library access past a certain time.
"We will, for the first time, have the op-
portunity to lock the building to the general
public and allow [only] Seattle University
students, faculty, staffand administrators to
get into the building 24 hours a day," said
John Popko, university librarian. "This is
the highest level of security we have ever
offered in the building."
Popko outlined the new securityprogram
that will work to keep questionable indi-
viduals out of the building during hours
when there are not many students around.
Though still tentative, the timeframe for
card-only access to the building will cor-
respond with current library hours.
Though members of the campus commu-
nity will still be able to use the library and
its resources until 11 p.m. and the reading
room 24 hours, they would need to swipe
their card for access.
Popko acknowledged the need to give
students a transition period so they are
aware of the changes and won't be caught
without access. At least a week's notice
will be given to the campus before the
plans go into operation.
"We recognize that because we have
been such a porous building for so long,
a lot of people don't associate the library
building or services with their campus
ID card," he said. "A grad student who
hasn't gone to the trouble ofgetting an ID
card might come to the library at 10:00
on a Thursday night and won't be able
to get in the doors. We don't want that to
happen."
Popko added: "But we also don't want
to delay the security measures because of
the increasing number of incidents that
seem to be happening in and around the
library."
Aside from transients living around
Capitol Hill who use the space to sleep and
clean themselves, the library suspects that
there are also Seattle Central Community
College students, friends of current SU
students and students from the English as
a Second Language (ESL) school on 12th
Avenue that take advantage of the space.
Controversial smoking ban reaches campus
Although it passed by a wide
margin - almost 2-to-l - Wash-
ington state's smoking ban, the
strictest in the United States,
didn't come without contro-
versy.
Passed in November, Wash-
ington's Clean AirAct prohibits
smoking at any places of em-
ployment, as well as within 25
feet ofdoors operable windows
and air ducts.
Washington businesses had
one month to comply before they
ran the risk of being fined.
Although similar laws had
been passed in places like New
York and California, none of the
bans were so far-reaching.
Citywide, people were ap-
prehensive about unintended
consequences of the law, such
asputting hookah bars and cigar
bars - whose main purpose is to
provide a place to smoke - out
ofbusiness.
Otherproblems seemed likely
to present themselves, such as
where people would smoke in
a dense city where places of
employment are generally closer
than 25 feet from one another.
Coverage one month after the
ban revealed that the 25-footrule
was generally ignoredby bars on
Capitol Hill, which provided
allowed smoking inside their
businesses.
Seattle Pacific University
went smoke-free to comply with
the smoking ban's measures.
On May 1 campus smokers said goodbye to the
"smoker's pit" - a covered, roofed area with
benches and ash trays outside of Campion Hall
-as it violated the state-wide smoking ban.
corrals outside ofbusinesses for
bar-goers to smoke and socialize
with drink in hand.
Hookah bars reportedly still
triggering rumors that Seattle
University would soon follow
suit.
However, Michel George,
associate vice president of Fa-
cilities, stated that it would be
nearly impossible to enforce
such a measure on an urban
campus.
Thefirst few months after the
ban went into effect, there were
no visible changes in smoking
habits on campus, as Seattle
University already prohibited
smoking indoors and within
several feet of doorways.
But in February, after many
resident complaints and dis-
cussions within the Campion
Resident Hall Council, it was
determined that the "smoker's
pit" was in violation of the
law. The lighted and roofed
area with benches and ash trays
outside of the main entrance of
Campion became off-limits to
smokers the first of May.
Smokers were encouraged to
smoke in the Murphy parking
garage instead,
Mike Sletten, director of
Public Safety, is still in the pro-
cess of surveying the campus
to ensure SU complies with the
smoking ban.





On Dec. 1, Jeffrey Olson, a former SU
student, was arrested for allegedly setting
fire to a cork board on the sixth floor of
Campion Hall. His case has recently
been settled.
Over the past six months, the saga of
the bizarre crime unfolded. In early Janu-
ary, his first lawyer - identifiedby court
documents only as J. Zorich - filed a form
with the state indicating their withdrawal
from the case. Olson is now represented
by Darryl L. Graves.
Prosecuting attorney Norm Maleng
charged Olson with two crimes: one felo-
ny count ofReckless Burning in theFirst
Degree and one misdemeanor of Mali-
cious Mischief in the Third Degree.
"...The defendant, Jeffrey Alden Ol-
son AKA Jeffrey Olson in King County,
Washington on or about December 1,
2005, did knowingly cause a fire and
explosion thereby recklessly damaging
a building, located at 914 E. Jefferson
Street," said the document outlining the
first charge.
In a plea filed May 15, Olson pled
guilty to both charges. Both pleas in-
clude the following statements written
by Olson:
"I have no recollection, independent of
the SPD investigation, ofcommitting this
crime [...] after discussing the evidence
with my attorney and believing there to
be a substantial likelihood that I will be
found guiity, in order to take advantage
of the Plea Agreement, I am pleading
guilty."
As per Olson's plea agreement, the
state recommends that he serve 12
months in the King County Jail on the
misdemeanor charge, but his sentence
wouldbe suspended in lieu of two years
probation, but only ifhe follows certain
rules such as paying full restitution for
the damage committed to Campion Hall
and not having any law violations during
his time on probation.
The documents - 30 in all, ranging
from just after Olson's arrest on Dec. 1
to May 15 - also detail some other facts
that had not previously been disclosed
regarding the night of the incident.
Statements from police officers on the
scene claim that residents of the sixth
floor entered the stairwell once the fire
began and noticed Olson was there, al-
ready fully dressed.
Documents also said that Olson ini-
tially claimed an unidentifiedwhite male
withbrown eyes and brown hair told him
to set the fire.
Another court record said that though
Olson has no criminal history, he '"told
police that he had been arrested 'for
narcotics' about two years and the (sic)
he had ingested 'crack,' marijuana and
alcohol before setting this fire."
Previous court records filed on Nov
11, 2004 confirm that he was arrested
for marijuanapossession (of less than or
equal .to 40 grams) and was given a one-
year deferred sentence after complying
with Alcohol Information School.
Final sentencing has yet been an-
nounced, but his felony charge carries
a standard sentence of zero to 60 days
in prison, and a maximum term of five
years in prison and a $10,000 fine. The
misdemeanor carries a possible sentence
of one year in prison and a $5,000 fine.
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TOP TEN [Ok, ELEVEN] REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD MINOR IN GLOBAL AFRICAN STUDIES
11. When next you wish to bridge the gap between theories and practice
of social activism - march, fast, protest, or sleep in the park - you will at
least know something about those whose plight you wish to ameliorate.
10. You get to understand and appreciate Catholic traditions in their
global reach. Although Cardinal Francis Arinze of Nigeria did not become
Pope in 2005, it is possible that another African Catholic will succeed
before the end of the 21st century.
9. Earning your daily bread in a career in public policy, international
relations, transnational healthcare, economics, liberal arts, or religious
studies may, in the future, depend on events happening in the African
world.
8. You don't want to remain ignorant of 53 of the world's countries: that's
how many Africa has.
7. Ethiopia is right there in Genesis.
6. The Greeks were not plagiarists, at least, for the most part: they often
acknowledged their African teachers.
5. A direct descendant of Prophet Muhammad [P.8.0.H.] sits on a throne
in Africa and it's not Egypt.
4. New world spiritual practices like Santeria (Cuba), Macumba, and
Candomble (Brazil), and Vodun (Haiti): they are all African.
3. It's where Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Wangari wa Maathai, Kofi
Annan, Naguib Mahfouz, Nadine Gordimer, and Wole Soyinka call home.
2. New wisdom from ancient civilizations.
1. After all, we all came from AFRICA!
For more information please contact the Director, Femi Taiwo,
taiwo@seattleu.edu,
206 296-5475.
Visit the website at: www.seattleu.edu/artsci/gasp
[PAID ADVERTISEMENT]
2005 2006Athletes of the Year
Chris Coley
Men's Swimming
Ist SU Division II
National Champion
This year proved to be another successful one for sopho-
more swimmer Chris Coley, who made Seattle University
history after capturing a first place finish in the 100 but-
terfly at the Division II National Championship. He also
placed second in the 200 butterfly at nationals.
As a sophomore psychology and philosophy double-
major, Coley had one of the school's most successful
freshman seasons in varsity athletics.
Coley, who was named Seattle University's 2005
Student-Athlete of the year, grabbed the 101 Club Bill
Fenton Athlete of the Year this season. In only his second
year swimming, Coley has broken numerous long-stand-
ing records by SU's NAIA All-American alumni Elliott
Kolbe.
According to Craig Mallery, men's and women's swim-
ming coach at SU, Coley was a driving force in the success
of the swim team.
"[Coley] was All-American last year," Mallery said in
Casey Moriarty
Men's Cross-Country
Ist SU XC All-American
Prior to the start of the season, the name Casey Moriarty
was not known by anyone at Seattle University. Although he
was a native ofSeattle, graduating from O'Dea High School
five years ago, he completed his undergraduate degree from
Yale University in New Haven, Conn.
When he decided to attend Seattle University's School of
Law, he also knew he wanted to run for the cross country
team. Although he only had one season left of eligibility,
Moriarty had yet to achieve the ultimate goal - reaching the
national championship.
Although he was considered a team leader at Yale, he was
unsure how he would fit into the men's team, especially as
a graduate student. That was soon forgotten when Moriarty
showed up to the first event of the season.
Right from the beginning, Moriarty made his mark domi-
nating the first meet, the Emerald City Invitational atLower
Woodland Park on Sept. 10.
the Oct. 5, 2005 issue of The Spectator. "He brings a very
powerful force, but he's also a versatile swimmer in that
I can put him in freestyle or backstroke and he's going to
be very competitive."
In Coley's first race of the season, he destroyed the
competition, winning the 100 butterfly with a time of
50.41. His time was five seconds faster than his closest
competitor and it also earned him a NCAA Division II
B-cut for the national tournament.
In the tri-meet on Jan. 20, Coley set a new pool record
and tied his own personal record, swimming the 100but-
terfly in 49:60. The time moved him into second place in
the national rankings as well as a Division II A-cut for
the event.
The next day, Coley proved that he was a versatile
swimmer claiming his second Division II A-cut and a
new school record in the 200 butterfly with a time of
1:52.21.
However, three weeks later at the Pacific Collegiate
Swim Conference Championships in Long Beach, Calif.,
Coley dropped his time by almost an entire second. His
winning time of 48.77 placed him first in the nation and
the favorite to win at the national competition.
"Chris has high expectations of himself," Mallery said
in the April 6 issue of The Spectator. "He is not focused
In his first race as a Redhawk, he destroyed the competi-
tion, completing the 8K run in 25:38.82. The second-place
competitor finished over aminuteafter Moriarty had crossed
the line.
After that race, it was clear that Moriarty would have no
problem competing in the less than adequate GNAC Con-
ference.
In the second race of the season, theSundodger Invitational
atLincoln Park in West Seattle, Moriarty ran in the Division
I competition.
Running against teams such as UCLA, Washington State
University, University of Washington and University of
Portland, Moriarty kept his cool and finished in a respect-
able third position. His time of 24:07 was quicker than his
race a week earlier - even though the course was considered
much harder.
The next two races, the 10KWestern Washington Invita-
tional and the 8K GNAC Championships, were held at the
same location, Lake Padden in Bellingham, Wash.
Moriarty continued to dominate the competition, winning
each race by more than 30 seconds. During the 1 OK, Moriarty
seemed unfazed by the longer course, keeping a steady pace
before hitting the final 2K when hekicked into gear, leaving
all his competition behind.
on the exceptional outcomes that may come about, but
mostly he is focused on the present."
His year culminated with the superb performances while
at the Division II Championship, earning the national title
in the 100 fly.
Coley was to accomplish many goals this year, but what
he never lost sight of was maintaining a good standing in
his classes - which he easily achieved with a 3.95 GPA.
Moriarty's first place finish with a time of 25:16 marked
the first time an SU runner has won the individualconference
championship in cross country.
Two weeks later, Moriarty joined his team for a trip south to
compete in the NCAA Division II West Region Cross Country
Championship, held at Prado Park in Chino, Calif.
The temperature was much hotter than Seattle and it af-
fected Moriarty's control over the competition in the race
on Nov. 5.
Suffering from heat exhaustion, Moriarty struggled to
complete the race.
However, he was able to press on and move closer to his
goal - a trip to the National competition, something he missed
out on when he ran at Yale.
In an interview after his return from California, Moriarty
spoke about what he was dealing with during the race.
"After the first mile, I knew it was going to be a long
race," Moriarty said. "When I ran at Yale, I came in fifth at
the Regional race - only the top four individuals went onto
Nationals, and I wasn't going to have that happen again."
Moriarty overcame his heat exhaustion and finished in fifth
place behind three runners from Chico State and one from
the host school, Cal Poly Pomona.
Before leaving for Nationals, Moriarty hoped that he would
finish in the top 25.
Ashley Porter
Women's Soccer
Sophomore Ashley Porter led the wom-
en's soccer team during the 2005-'O6
season with an impressive array of record
breakers, including 14 single-season as-
sists, earning her the honor of first-team
all-conference GNAC selection.
She is the first player since 1990 to
make that many assists in one season, and
is now ranked ninth in Seattle University
soccer history.
If that's not enough, she also racked up
an impressive 28 points, three game-win-
ning goals, and 44.3 percent in shots on
the goal, while starting and playing in all
20 games of the season.
Porter was also selected as the GNAC
co-player of the week twice this season.
Combined with her player of the week
award last season, she becomes the sixth
player to win the GNACaward three times.
Porter also ranks number one in the GNAC
for points this season.
Her other awards for the season include
being one of seven chosen for the 2005
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
Women's Soccer All-Star Team and one
of five players named to the 2005 ESPN
The Magazine Academic All-District VIII
soccer teams in the College Division. In
addition, Porter was named to the GNAC
academic team for her 3.7 grade point
average.
As for individual game accomplish-
ments, in a match on October 2 against
Western Oregon, Porter scored two goals,
including the game winner, to lead the
team to a 4-0 victory.
Porter's overall record is one of the best
in recent Seattle University soccer history,





Robert Renninger finished his last
season of track and field at Seattle Uni-
versity while consistently performing at
Maggie Safranski
Women's Volleyball
After setting the GNAC record for ca-
reer digs early in the 2005 season, senior
finance major, Maggie Safranski, went on
to join the elite groupofonly 15Division II
women's volleyball players to accomplish
over 2,000 digs in their collegiate career.
In 2002, when Maggie joined her older
sister Lizzy on the Redhawks volleyball




For the past two years, senior Alana
Garcia has helped lead the Cross Country
team to success. Although she started off
slow this year due to a preseason sick-
ness, she rebounded quickly and finished
the year strong.
his best, having made his personal goal
for time in the 5,000 meter race at the
Oregon Invitational and placing third in
the same race at the GNAC champion-
ship competition.
Renninger started out the season well
with a third place time of 4:04.56 in
the 1,500 meter race at the Vernacchia
Invitational April 1.
He then broke the school record of
14:57.30, set in 2003, for the 5,000
meterrace with 14:54.95 at the Oregon
Invitational on April 22.
His performance at the GNAC Track
and Field Championships placed him
third in the 5,000 meter race with a
time of 15:09.44.
While this may not have been his
fastest time, he was still the only mem-
ber of the entire Seattle University
track and field team to place in the top
three at the competition.
"The conference went well and to
place third [was good]," said Ren-
ninger in a May 17 Spectator article.
Renninger was selected for the 2006
GNAC all-conference team on May 12
element for the Redhawks. While Lizzy as-
sisted with the Redhawks' offensive attack,
Maggie found her place as the defensive
anchor of the team.
At 5'6" Safranski entered the Seattle
University program, stepping into the new
collegiate position ofLibero. Through this
position Safranski had the freedom to enter
the match for anyplayer on the floor, which
allowed her to develop her skills across
the court.
During her freshman year, Safranski led
the team with 507 digs, which also broke
the Seattle University school record for
digs in a season.
In her sophomore year, Safranski con-
tinued to hold the Redhawks down
on the defensive end, and although
she totaled her overall season career
low of464 digs in 2003, it was still
the second highestnumber in school
history, second only to her record
set in 2002.
The 2004 year brought more of
the same for Safrinski, who set the
all-time school record of532 digs. In
a match against Chaminade in early
September, Safranski set the Seattle
University record for most digs in a
single game, recording 39 digs.
This past year Safrinski reached
the pinnacle of her career, as she
set school and conference records,
In the first race of the season, the 5K
Emerald City Invitational, Garcia fin-
ished in 15th place with a time of 19:37
behind freshman Katie Hanson and se-
nior Molly Follen.
With last year's time of 19:17 at the
Invitational, Garcia's would have placed
seventh.
This season was Garcia's last year of
eligibility, so she was determined to get
healthier and compete at the level she
was at one year ago.
The rest of the year, Garcia kept im-
proving her times and her health, help-
ing her attain her goal of reaching the
regional tournament in good shape to
make the national tournament.
At the 6K Sundodger Invitational at
Lincoln Park, Garcia finished with a
time of 23:22. Although her finish was
less than stellar, her running pace and
stamina had improved.
Before she headed into her final two
regular season races, Garcia decided
to run in the 30th Annual Mt. Baker
Invitational, a primer for the Western
Washington University Invitational, on
Oct. 1.
Running with both men and women
for his academic performance as well.
With his track and field career behind
him, Renninger will attend the Univer-
sity of Michigan to earn his masters in
accounting.
while at the same time joining the elite
athletes ofDivision II volleyball.
Safranski set the Seattle University
record for the most career digs, as she
bypassed the GNAC record in a match
against Western Washington University,
and then become one of 15athletes to break
the 2000 dig mark in the final game of the
season against Humboldt State.
In addition to being the anchor of the
Redhawks defense for the past four sea-
sons, Safranski has also establishedherself
in her academic pursuits as she maintained
a 3.95 GPA while working toward her fi-
nance major, as well as being a new student
mentor in the Albers Business School.
boosted her confidence leading into the
■Western Washington Invitational and
the GNAC Championships, both held at
Lake Padden in Bellingham.
On Oct. 8, Garcia-placed 15th overall
and first for SU at the Western Washing-
ton Invitational with a time of 23:14.
Her year-long struggle culminated in an
extraordinary performance at the GNAC
Championship, in which she placed fifth
overall with a time of22:57.
￿Athletes of the Year^
Cam Weaver
Men's Soccer
Senior midfielder Cameron Weaver
completed the 2005 season as the men's
soccer team's top scorer with 23 points,
five assists and nine goals.
Though he has only played at Seattle
U for two seasons, after transferring
from Skagit Valley College in 2004,
Weaver ranks No. 11 in career goals at




For two years, Jane Purdy, sophomore
biology major, has held the position of
Seattle's top hitter.
She leaves little doubtas to why, since
she leads the team this year in several
categories and earned her second GNAC
first team all-league honor.
Putting up amazing numbers in the
line-up's power spot, Purdy knocked in
58 runs, hit an average of .418 and had
a .766 slugging percentage.
Purdy's 12 doubles, five triples and 11
home runs led her to a totalof 121 bases
during the season, putting her at second
in the league to this year's league MVP
Jeff McDaniel
Men's Basketball
As a graduating senior at Seattle Uni-
versity, Jeff McDaniel was recently named
to the second All-GNAC Basketball team.
Weaver was named to the 2005 all-
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
first team, along with three other Seattle
University teammates.
He pulled his first career hat trick
in the Oct. 9 match against Humboldt
State, in which he scored three goals,
leading the team to a 6-1 win, its 16lh
consecutive win of the season.
As a result, on Oct. 10 he was named
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
Player oftheWeek for scoring five goals
and getting one assist in three games.
Now in his first season with the
Seattle Sounders, Weaver is already
leading the team in points with a total ■
ofnine for the season, with one assist
and four goals.
"It is a big step from college to the
USL," Weaver said in a May 3 Spec-
tator article. "The pace of the game is
fasterand it's a little bit more physical
than what I'm used to."
However, Weaver seems to be ad-
justing remarkably well, as he scored
the only two goals for the Sounders
in the 2-0 shutout exhibition match
against his former SU teammates on
April 30.
In addition, he led the Sounders to
Brandi Harrison ofHumboldtState
University.
Although she had many great
games, one of her best regular
season shows of talent was against
Western Oregon University, when
in two games Purdy went 4-for-7
(.571) with three home runs, nine
RBIs, 13 totalbases, and a slugging
percentage of 1.857.
Purdy's three home runs that day
helped the team break its single
season home run record, putting
I them at the 36 mark in the last tworegular season games.Purdy's efforts landed her sev-eral awards in her second year
as a Redhawk.
She began early in the season
by receiving a GNAC player of
the week award in February, the
fourth of her career, at the season-
opening Best of the West Classic
Tournament.
To start the season, Purdy had
nine hits in 17 at-bats and drove
in four of Seattle's 13 runs on six
singles, two doubles and a triple.
She finished with a 5.29 batting
average at the tournament and
handled 27 chances errorless in her
■graduating from Tokay High School:kton, Calif., McDaniel has spent theuryears dominating thepower forward
position in the Redhawks lineup.
At a height of 6'6" and a weight of 240
pounds, he is an admirable
opponent against any team
on the court.
During the past year
McDaniel led the Red-
hawks in 3-point percent-
ages, shooting 44.4 per-
cent from beyond the arc,
as well as shooting 58.4
percent from the field.
In addition, McDaniel
led the team's defensive
average ofseven rebounds
per game, leading the team
in blocked shots and averaging 1.4 steals
per game.
As a Redhawk, McDaniel completed
one of the top careers in Seattle University
victory in a recent game against the Van-
couver B.C. Whitecaps on May 26.
In the 73 rd minute. Weaver tied the
match, bringing the game to a 2-2 draw
with an additional game-tying goal be-
fore the end. Weaver's goals were the
first allowed by the Whitecaps on their
home turfthis season.
With this as only his rookie season
for the Sounders, Weaver is rising above
and beyond expectation in making the
transition from college to professional
soccer.
first career appearance at second base.
Morerecently, she was named to the
Division II West Region Team by the
Lousiville Slugger National Fastpitch
Coaches Association.
In the three games that Seattle Uni-
versity played at the NCAA Division II
West Regionals, Purdy carried the team
offensively with a .400 average and an
impressive .900 slugging percentage.
Purdy also received heV first selection
to the Academic All-GNAC team this
season for her outstanding achievements
in the classroom.
points and 700 rebounds in their careers. This
feat places him 17th in all-time scoring and
11th in rebounds at Seattle University.
He is also one in only
23 Seattle University ath-
letes-over the past 60
years-to play in over 100
games; he finished his
career with 104.
McDaniel finished his
career starting a total of
94 games, more than any
other player in Redhawk
Finally, he ended his ca-
reer with a field-goal per-
centage of 55.9 percent,
which ranks him seventh
in the university's history; he is ranked sec-
ond in blocked shots with 82 and seventh in
career steals with 120.
During the 2005-06 season, McDaniel
went beyond cementing his place in Seattle
University history books, leading the Red-
Laina Sobczak
Women's Basketball
Laina Sobczak may not be the most well-knownplayer
on the women's basketball team, but she did make an
impact this year. In only her second year on the team,
Sobczak was a threat on both ends of the court.
Hailing from our southern sister city ofTacoma, Sob-
czak was last year's freshman player of the year.
Her stats this year are impressive, averaging 41.5 per-
cent from the field and leading her team in points with
234. She's second on the team with free throws with 48,
just after teammate Jackie Thomas, who has 56.
She also led the team with 69 offensive rebounds.
While she holds her own on the offense, she dominates
the defensive side of the team as well.
Sobczak led the team with 80 defensive rebounds and
also had 47 steals, placing her third on the team behind
Thomas and Ashley Brown.
In the 68-50 win against Alaska-Fairbanks on Jan. 19,
Sobczak led the team with 14points andhad a career-high
night with 19 rebounds. Then on Feb. 9 game against
Western Oregon she was the high scorer again with 18
points and had the most rebounds with 13. Seattle Uni-
versity won the game at Western Oregon 57-48. During
the season, Sobczak was the high scorer for four games
and led the team with rebounds in seven games.
hawks to a 16-11 record - the best overall
record in 12 years.
In the last game of the season against
Central Washington University, McDaniel
led the team with a season-high 26 points.
Despite the loss to the Wildcats, McDaniel




During the 2005-06 track and field year, the Se-
attle University fielders were led not by a veteran
senior, but rather by incoming freshman ShaTanya
Fernandez.
Fernandez, whose record breaking javelin throws
and constant improvement in the shot put distin-
guished her from others, while at the same time
giving fans, teammates and coaches something to
look forward to in the seasons to come.
Beginning the season in January with the indoor
track and field meet at the University of Wash-
ington, Fernandez finished the shot put at 33-3
'A. The following month Fernandez set the pace
of her continual improvement at the University
of Washington's Dempsey Indoor meet, at which
she threw a personal best, and placed third in the
competition with a distance of 36-6 V*.
With the commencement of the outdoor track
and field season in March, Fernandez continued to
improve in the shot put events and also began to
compete in the javelinand discus events as well. At
the Peyton Invitation, the first meet of the outdoor
season, Fernandez placed fifth in the javelin and
eighth in the discus.
At the Shotwell Invitational in Tacoma, Wash.,
Fernandez achieved a season best in the shot put
at 36-5 S4; she also placed fifth in the javelin and
11 in the discus.
Nearing the end of the season Fernandez made
her presence known on the field and continued to
propel her team toward success. At the Twilight
Meet in Bellingham on Apr. 28, Fernandez com-
piled 10 of the team's 35 points in the field, which
gave the Redhawks a fifth place finish. In addition
to providing a solideffort for her team, Fernandez
also launched the shot put 37-7 I A.
While representing Seattle University in the
GNAC championships, Fernandez broke the school
record in the javelin competition with a throw of





There are some sports that haveunique
relationships with the players. Unlike
soccer and basketball, swimming is one
of those sports that challenges the idea
ofteam participation.
Swimming is an activity that requires
individual competitions for the team to
win. While in a soccer game you have
your mates on the field working together
to score a goal, in swimming your team-
mates are not physically in the pool
pushing you down the lane.
This year Ashley Best provided the
spirit her team needed to work toward
nationals.
Although she had had a great year last
season, earning respectable honors as a
freshman at nationals, this year she was
plagued by recurring back injuries. Even
heading into the conference champion-
ships, her physical therapist had told her
not to swim. But Best had one thing in
mind - helping her teammates qualify
for nationals.
When asked about the attributes Best
added to the dynamics of the team, All-
American Chris Coley had nothing but
great things to say.
"Ashley [Best] was the ring leader,
the head supporter for our team," Coley
said. "At the conference meet she pushed
herself to compete. You could tell she
was in pain, but she kept going."
Although she was in pain for most
of the year, she competed regularly,
finishing in second in the 100 breast
with a time of 1:10.48 at the season's
first meet.
While her times helped the women
win that race, she spent most of the
season supporting this year's 101 Club
Bill Fenton Athlete of the Year, junior
Lindsay Gall.
Gall finished the best season of her
collegiate career this past March at the




Placing fifth in the 100 butterfly, Gall
earned NCAA Division II Ail-American
honors with a time of56.80. The previous
day she placed 13th in the 50 freestyle
with a time of 24.32, earning her an
Gall at the NCAA Division II
National Championship
honorable mention. Gall ended the four-
day tournament with one All-American
award and five honorablementions.
In the 200 medley, Gall believed prior
to leaving for nationals that her four-
woman team's success would be based
on prior national experience.
"The major difference between this
year and years past is that we only have
four new people going to nationals in
addition to the other nine that went last
year," Gall said. "The girls' 200 medley
has the same threepeople with the addi-
tion ofour freshman Megan Lavin."
Either way, the focus seems to be
teamwork. Although Best didn'tmake it
to nationals this year, she never gave up.
She was the spirit behind the team.
When others thought they could be
beat, they looked to Best whokept fight-
ing — even against the recommendations
from her physical therapist.
The articles in the "Athletes ofthe Year" section were written by Kevin Curley, NickLollini, Brenda Stice and
Katie Musselman. Portraits ofeach athlete by Jered Carter, Joey Anchondo andKevin Curley.
Where are those stinking fans?
Wake up Seattle University, our
athletic support is pathetic and our
athletes deserve more than that
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edu
Our athletes are an important entity to this university and
provide a unique aspect to our campus. Their not just athletes,
but for some they're double majors with near perfect GPAs.
For some, they have jobs to hold on top of theirpractice and
studying schedules.
While they may seem to live carefree lives without a worry
in the world - holding parties at their houses every weekend,
they deal with as much stress as everyone. Oh right, and they
represent a school that seems not to care.
It amazes me that these students stay motivated, especially
since they rarely get support from our own students. With en-
rollment over 7000 students, you'd think that there would be
a few more students attending games. But there aren't.
If you don't believe me, simply attend one of our home
games, where visiting teams bring more fans than we have
and games are rarely sold out. Spotting SU fans at local away
games, aside from parents of individual players, is like look-
ing through a book of "Where's Waldo." In many respects
it's embarrassing to show up to different events and see more
visitor fans than our own team's.
Case in point, ifyou went to a cross country meet this year,
most likely you'd see Charisse Arce's dad, me and maybe
former athletic director, Wendy Guthrie. At Softball matches
in the spring, most of the fans for our side were parents and
athletes from other SU teams.
Then there are the swimming matches, which may be con-
fusing to understand at first, but it's a thrill to watch. But yet
again, there are sometimes more fans from competing schools,
then from our own.
At least with cross country there is a viable excuse that you
don't have a way to get to the meet, but that reason doesn't fly
with softball games and swim matches that take place on our
own campus. Give me a break folks; there is no excuse to not
support our teams - other than you just don't care.
If there is one sport that draws attention, it's the men's soccer
team. But why, because they won the National title two years
ago? Or was it because of Pete Fewing? Either reason, even
Fewing couldn't get a majority of current students, faculty,
staff and the Jesuits to show up to the games.
Ifyou want to talk about records and visits to national cham-
pionships, go see swimming coach Craig Mallery - his office
is filled with NAIA andDivision II All-American awards from
student-athletes over the past nine years he's been at Seattle
University as well as an NAIANational title.
This universitymay say they're interestedin the development
of the athletics programs, but how can that be when only a few
people truly support athletics?
As one soon-to-be former athletic department employee
remarked, this school doesn't know what it means to be a
supportive athletics program.
When I went to Washington State University, my friends
and I went to every home game - whether it was volleyball,
basketball, football or even ourdismal baseball program, which
was dreadfully awful.
However, with the right type of atmosphere, everyone had
fun. Yeah, it was a Division I program, but there's moresupport
at little league baseball games then here at SU.
Although the men's basketball season turned out better than
previous years, the support they receive does not equal their
success. But at least they get students to come to their games.
With halftime shows and enthusiastic fans, the basketball
team - no matter how bad their season may be - they always
draw a crowd.
Until this school's administration encourages its own staff
to attend athletic events on campus, our athletic program will
continue to be a separate part of our campus.
For too long the department has compartmentalized their
offices and theirprograms - isolating their teams from therest
of the campus. We need to expand our vision of community
to include both student and athlete. Those students who have
taken on both roles should not feel isolated and at the same time,
the rest of us should not feel like we are living in a separate
world than they are.
The Spectator
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A Who wants to cook during the heat of the summer? There are
■ a P,ethera °f cheap restaurants (and we don't mean Taco Bell)
■ throughout Capitol Hill - they just take some exploring. W
mm Some good starting points are: J^
• The Honey Hole (703 E. Pike) jA
• Bimbo's Bitchin' Burrito Kitchen (506 E.Pine)
l> • Broadway Grill (314 Broadway) m Wr
W As the sun finally makes its way through the clouds, the summer weather
W is sure to heat up, and what better way to cool down then by taking a dip in
M the pool? Seattle Parks and Recration sets up wading pools at various parks
WF throughout the city. Check out the one at Volunteer Park which will be open daily
starting June 17 and open until Sept 4. Hours run from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
What would summer be without
Can't afford the concerts below? Have no hot dogs and cracker
fear as there are FREE concerts twice a jacks at the ball P^
On the Fourth of July pull out your month at various Seattle Par[,s throughout game? With
favorite lawn chair and relax as the the summer For dates and information visit the cheapest MA
city offers two fireworks displays over www.seapeace.org/events.html. tickets at M
Elliott Bay and Lake Union. $7, Mariners ■ I
games are ■
Spend the afternoon with the Bard as the Wooden O Theatre company performs tne P'ace to ■
two of Shakespeare's plays at Seattle parks - for FREE! be - By J/M
July 15,2 p.m. @ Volunteer Park July 16,7 p.m. @ Volunteer Park p^^
July 30,5 p.m. @ Mural Ampitheare in July 30,2 p.m. @ Mural Ampitheare in
the Seattle Center the Seattle Center
Soul 2 Soul H Tour
■ m, /'f)|sj/' "TKA."! with Tim McGraw & Faith Hill
$60-$B5
mPI A fit \KI[)CLIIA August 9-SOLD OUTf\ U* VN I) f\ I%\ August 10 at Key Arena
f "T5t~A lA. I The country music super-couple, Tim McGraw™ tVt|N # P tln l>l W and Faith Hill, are going on their second Soul 2
W Soul tour, with the first being the most successful
country tour of 2000. Most of the tour dates are
__ _ — m ■■■•■■ already sold out, and the tour is said to featureKenney Chesney An Evening with ** °nd p^°> mw mate"ai
with Gretchen Wilson, Big & Rich Pearl Jam TUe Dfluftand Dierbj Bentley • n "OVe
S34so-s79so Matthews Band534.50 5 .50 ju|y 22_23 at The Gorge
June 24 at Quest Field. and °«A«R«
These shows will certainly be memorable as
Described by many as the country concert of Pearl Jam will most likely play new songs $48.10-$68.50 (per day)
the summer. With each of the acts expected from their upcoming album along with their SeDt 1— Sent 3at The Gorae
to bring their best to the tour, it is sure to be classics.
packed with crazed country fans and will be the This annual three-night appearance is a favorite
perfect launch for this summer's country tours. concert and a great way to end the summer.
Camp a couple nights and let Dave move you to
The Warped Tour KUBE 93.3 tears- v°u «-<>■*"**•«•
»i.Bo Summer Jam Bumbershoot
July 15 at The Gorge ~,_*25-*5O Tickets on sale July 15
In the backdrop of a gorgeous scenery, punk July 29 at The White Sept. 2-4 at the Seattle Center
rock, emo, hardcore and other upcoming River Ampitheatre
artists come together to play the infamous The annual three-day event has something for
Warped Tour. Featured this year are This show is a Seattle favorite and something everyone - music, dance, film and even roller
Thursday, NOFX, The Gym Class Heroes, Saves fans look forward to year after year. This derby this year. While the line-up has not been
the Day, Anti-Flag, Rise Against, Motion City summer, the lineup features Bow Wow, E-40, finalized, some of those signed include Kanye
Soundtrack, Armor For Sleep, Hit The Lights Ray J, Ludacris and Tl. This is not just a concert. West, AFI, A Tribe Called Quest, Vellowcard,
and many more. it's an experience. Atmosphere and Hawthorne Heights.
Senior Reflections
Catching up on what I've missed while at SU
Kevin Himeda
himedak@seattleu. edu
I can imagine that senior year for many
people is one of mixed emotions. Schools
are nothing if not experts at mixing tedious
academic monotony with just enough flavor
to keep us from committing Hara Kiri.
There were plenty of interesting things in
elementary school, a point reinforced at the
end of every recess, when a mad dash to be
the first one to the classroom ensued. If there's
anything more ludicrous to us now than a kid
running eagerly to class, it's 600 of them run-
ning eagerly to class.
Television shows such as "Reading Rain-
bow" were always nice, though I couldn't
help but wish LeVar Burton would have
rather than promoting something that
I already knew how to do.
Field trips were the ultimate diver-
sion, allowing justa small taste ofwhat
the world looked like during a time of
day when we usually weren't outside.
And so it progressed through in-
termediate and high school, although
admittedly their tactics in keeping
students in the land of the living did
not morph significantly. It could be
because intermediate school was only
two years long, and by the time high
school rolled around, each gender had
developed the appropriate interest
in the other gender, giving the entire
student body a reason to keep trek-
king. All the school did was nudge
things along a little — hello juniorand
seniorprom.
Each school affected us differently
because we had developed different
connections to them based on our ex-
periences. We've had good friends that
disappeared and lunches we'd rather
not remember; scholarships we were
proud of and test scores we weren't. Mixed
experiences, mixed emotions.
But that all changed for me whenI moved
to Washington to go to college. I went to
school in Hawaii, and although SU has a
surprisingly large population of Hawaiians,
I knew no one here. My friends had moved
on, just as I had. And the first thing I did was
make a mistake, and it wasn't the fault of the
college I had decided to go to.
We finally entered Seattle University.
Finally entered college. Finally out of the
house.. .and into the closet.
Excuse me, I meant dormitory.
Here was our big chance to devote four
more years of our lives to obtaining a
$108,000 piece ofpaper. Maybe our schools
should have spent more time teaching us how
to spot a bad bargain, but I digress.
Seattle University is chock-full of things
we could do outside of our daily toil, from
dances to clubs to ice cream socials — all of
it surrounded in the greater context ofall the
city of Seattle has to offer. Anytime we were
studying justa little too hard for our next test,
no problem. We could always count on a fire
alarm taking us into the freezing cold winter
night to put the spark of life back in us.
Yes, if you are going to graduate without
your physical, mental and spiritual parts
singing beautiful music together, then that is
a missed opportunity which you will regret
for the rest ofyour life.
And that's when my mistake kicked in. I
missed the opportunity. Oops.
Yes, I'm sorry to report that it is true. Since
coming to Seattle University, I have been one
of those elusive, mystical academic anoma-
lies that focused solely on.. .academics. You
might call me a nerd, except usually nerds
are associated with increased intelligence
combined with oversized glasses and an
obnoxious personality. You'd only be one-
third right.
Preferring my own devices to anything
college could offer, I mostly stuck to myself,
unwilling to get close to professors or class-
mates because any deep friendships would
more than likely end after graduation.
I learnedafter elementary, middleandhigh
school, where friends that I had for so many
years would inevitably go down a separate
path from mine. Why repeat myself, only
to say goodbye to yet more people? It just
seemed so...tragic. Would it not make more
sense to go through education, find a career
I really enjoyed and thus find a group ofcol-
leagues who would not be so likely to fade
into obscurity?
As a result, I never went to any of our
dances. Never sat with a group of friends in
Cherry Street Market. Never went to one of
our sports games. School spirit?What's that?
I don't even know what an ice cream social
is, except that it sounds ridiculous. And you
know what I did when a fire alarm sent me
into the freezing rain? I'll admit, seeing a
large groupofgirls wearing attire not usually
seen out of doors did make me pause, but
it did not stop my determined stride to the
nearest heated building.
Too late now. That's the problem with lost
opportunities — they have a bad tendency to
stay lost. My four years are up. I am graduat-
ing soon, and the emotions that I should be
feeling aren't there.The bond that should ex-
ist between me and the university was never
formed. I feel nothing.
Seattle University has been a bus stop for
me. Nobody ever spends time getting to know
anyone else waiting at a bus stop when there
are only a few minutes to go. But it seems
extraordinarily foolish to stand there ignoring
one another for four years. I regret that now.
I'm comfortable with every other aspect of
my life, but Seattle University has been a
dominant feature, and it is a shame that I did
not get to know it better.
But don't worry. I'll turn my life around.
My social life has been neglected, but no
more. No more will elevators be consumed by
awkward silences, intently studying the pass-
ing floor numbers while really concentrating
on the other people through my peripherals.
No more shall I deprive myself of the ice
cream which only my appetite can do full jus-
tice to. From now on.. .it's catch up time.
...Just as soon as I finish this last game
of Halo.
"My four years are up...
The bond that should exist
between me and the univer-
sity was never formed. I
feel nothing."
Photos by: Jered Carter/The Spectator
What I would do if I could do it all over again
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattlen. edu
Reflecting on my college career would take too
long, considering it started almost 10 years ago. That's
right; I'm old - nearly 30 and just coming onto my flf
graduation. Jj
Without a job or a stable income and debts to pay,
the future is not very inviting. Once upon a time I had
a job and an income, but I gave it all up to get my
degree - what was I thinking?
When I decided to come to Seattle University, I had k,
this grand idea that going to a small, prestigious school
would guarantee me a job when I graduated. When I
thought of a job, I imagined one withinmy career field
with a salary above the poverty line. As my graduation
approaches, and the job rejections keep coming in, that
job at QFC is looking better and better.
So who is to blame for me not getting a job? I would
say it was Seattle University, but they would say it was
me. The reason I'm not getting a job is that I didn't apply
myself during the three years I spent here, they would say.
They'll point to me and say I wasn't involved in clubs on
campus or that I didn't fully embrace the teachings of my
professors - God forbid it's their fault.
Looking back on my three years here, I should have done
it completely differently. I would have majored in Business
and minored in journalism. The Albers School takes care
of their students, unlike the College ofArts and Sciences.
We don't have an alumni mentor program; we're expected
to figure out everything on our own. Maybe that's why a
lot of my friends who've graduated before me work in
careers other than the one they hold degrees for.
But enough about that, the most important experience I
did have while at Seattle University was working at The
Spectator. Outside of my core classes, I never learned as
much in my classes as I did working for the paper. The
Spectator was my mentor program. While the communica-
tion department was helpful in provding me with a plethora
of internship e-mails, I wish they would prepared me for
post-graduation.
In my journalismclasses, you are expected to know how
to write for a newspaper. If you don't, you'll fail. The only
way I learned how to write was working for the paper. I
knew plenty of people who were thinking about journal-
ism as a major, but took one introductory class and were
turned off by the instructor.
Keeping this in mind, I believe the journalism degree
program at Seattle University should only be offered as
a minor. Students should major in a field that they are
comfortable writing about.
For example, those who want to be a financial reporter
should major in business. For others, art may be an interest
or politics is their drug of choice - in these cases the stu-
dents should be a fine art or political science major. To
learn the techniques and forms of writing, the student
should take journalism as a minor.
It seems the job market is not as open to general
reporters, but as the degree stands, there is no emphasis
on specified interests. In many cases, to apply for these
positions, you must have experience in the particular
area. No longer are the general reporters taking up
the newsrooms.
Ifany students are currently enrolled in the journal-
ism program, they should be encouraged by the staff to
explore classes in different colleges. Employers will
be more impressed if you can write a science-related
story on the molecular structure of nucleic acids while
in the hourglass style, than ifall you can do is write
hard news stories.
Unfortunately, according to our journalism program
at Seattle University, there are two types of stories; the
hard news/crime beat and the feature - nowhere is there a
sports writing, entertainment writing or political writing
influence.
The good thing is that at The Spectator, all students can
gain that writing experience. That's where I and many
journalism students gain that knowledge.
So instead of looking for journalism jobs, I've changed
my focus - any job that will pay my rent and bills. News-
papers want experience, and even though I was the edi-
tor-in-chief of The Spectator and had an internship last
summer, that's not enough. I was never connected with an
alumni mentor or provided with a network of businesses
that favor Seattle U graduates.
I'm not bitter, but I wish I had majored in something else.
People ask me if I would change anything if I could do it
all over again. I tell them "In a heartbeat I would change
everything, except for working at The Spectator."
FEATURES
Experience, education, growth in
two years at Seattle University
Lily Ko
"It's logical to strive to do well in
your classes and get the most out
knowledge you can out of your tu-
ition fees, but what shaped my col-
lege years were the activities I was
involved in out of the classroom."
Life is about choices. I was once told, "Choices are often
life and death, but people often don't realize what they're
the life and death of." That said, let's talk about college
life and life thereafter.
I'm not your typical graduate. For one, I'll be graduat-
ing two weeks after my 20th birthday. Yes, with my BA
in psychology, I'll be able to pick your brain for money,
but won't be able to legally have a drink — ridiculous?
Perhaps.
Most people 1 encounter receive this with some expres-
sion of shock, but it seems like a more and more typical
thing in Washington with the recognition of the Running
Start program. After taking one quarter ofRunning Start, I
graduated high school early and then finished three quarters
at Eastern Washington University before making the choice
to transfer to Seattle University, in fall quarter 2004.
The other major factor that shaped my college career was
that it began with the tragic death of a longtime friend in
August of 2003. It was my first experience with the death
of someone close to me. I didn'tknow how to deal with it at
the time, so I didn't. However, it gave me a new perspective
on lifeand a new motivation to live to the fullest.
It's sad that it often takes —
something so terrible to really
enforce a different perspec-
tive. This death showed me
that life is about being happy
and not wasting your time.
Of course, wasting time and
dealing with pain are inevi-
table, but I told myself that I
would do my best to not have
significant regrets. With that
mindset, I started college.
To be perfectly honest, I came to Seattle University be-
cause I wanted to be in Seattle and, based on the sheer size,
I didn't want to go to UW. You hear about those people who
visit college campuses during their last years ofhigh school
and they feel some sort ofconnection there and everything
feels right. I never quite felt that calling on a campus. For
me, that feeling was with the city of Seattle. I was already
familiar with the city, knew people here and home was a
half-hour plane ride east. As you can see, college wasn't
really about the college, for me. Nonetheless, Seattle U
ended up being a good choice.
At EWU I was a journalism major. I started writing for
The Spokesman Review, Spokane, when I was a sophomore
in high school and wanted to pursue journalism ever since.
However, after taking my introduction to psychology class
at Eastern, I decided to switch majors.
I mean, knowing about people can't be a bad thing, right?
So, armed with a BA in psychology, I intend to pursue
a career in journalism — it's funny how that happens.
Maybe I should have been a journalism major, but that's
not something to dwell on. It's all about moving forward
and being happy. If you're not happy with your job you
can't be really happy.
Everyone knows college is about education. What some
don't know is that education is not always found in the
classroom. It's logical to strive to do well in your classes
and get the most knowledge you can out of your tuition
fees, but what shaped my college years were the activities
I was involved in out of the classroom.
Last school year, I started working at the downtown
Gap (sth and Pine). This turned out to be a very valuable
experience. I'm not kidding when I say working in retail
is hard. Marketing and selling are extremely interesting
phenomenons that are equally challenging. Aside from
the general responsibilities ofhaving a job, with retail you
Kto work on a team, engage with strangers who arelways so nice, and accomplish short and long-term. Another added bonus is that girls learn to withstandain of wearing heels for eight hours, while running
around holding loads of cloth-
™ ing. I firmly believe that any
work experience will provide
you with valuable life experi-
ence. If nothing else, you will
know that you either love or
hate that line of work. Retail
showed me what I dislike and
don't want to do for the rest of
my life. Instead, I want to fin-
ish college and do something I
really love.
This year I was hired as the Arts & Entertainment Editor
for TheSpectator, which served as my main job for the year.
Working for a paper has always felt natural to me and it
felt really good to be back. Working at a newspaper teaches
you about the importance of communication, networking,
detailsand deadlines. Newspapers also bring in the element
ofethics thatretail often disregards. I loved this experience
and I've learned crucial life skills that will benefit me for
the rest of my life.
Aside from The Spectator and school, I was a volunteer
tutor at Beacon Hill Elementary and taught in the Seattle
Public Schools Powerful Schools program. This experience
taught me a lot about children and diversity. Beacon Hill is
one of the most diverse schools in the area with 86 percent
students of color and 32 percent bilingual. It's amazing to
see, and justbeing a part ofchildren's learning is incredible
because they really are the future.
Aside from work experience, college also gives you a
unique opportunity to meet people. Whether it's with ro-
mantic relationships, new lifetime friendships or keeping
in touch with family and old friends, a lot of college is
about building relationships. On and off campus, I've met
so many beautiful people that have really shaped my last
few years. There are so many inside jokes and memories
that I will always cherish. Also, my parents are my lifeline.
They were incredibly supportive and got me through col-
lege. The people you know really affect the environment.
SU and Seattle have a lot of really great people that have
made me love being here and have taught me a lot about
myself and life.
Relationships and experience were two highlights of my
college years, but academics were important to me, too. The
IrelandWriters Workshop study abroad program I took last
summer combined classroom academics with experience to
make a wonderful class. Traveling and submerging yourself
in another culture while physically tying the environment
to the literature you're reading was so neat. It was a great
experience and one of the best classes I took. There were
many classes that taught me a lot, but my senior synthesis
class and ethics classes had a special impact on me. Look-
ing back, academically, I would have taken Spanish more
seriously because I really think that it will be a valuable
skill for the future.
This summer I will be studying fashion and journalism
at Central Saint Martin's in London.
Next year I will be teaching English in South Korea.
Then I plan on going to grad school. My experiences dur-
ing college have taught me that making the best of your
situation and doing whatever you need to in order to be
happy is what will make your life great. So long as you are
kind, to yourself and others, you'll be okay.
Taking chances is part of life's journey
Viet Tran
tranvl39@seattleu.edu
As I sit here writing this reflection,
I realize, hey, I'm going to graduate
in about two weeks. I better get off
my butt and find myself a job for
next year. Billions ofthoughts begin
swirling inside my head. What am I
going to do next? Where will life take
me in the future? Who will I meet?
Questions of uncertainty float around
my head and for the first time in a long
while, I feel scared of the future.
All ofa sudden, many of the experi-
ences that I had a Seattle University
begin flashing by inside my head. The
professors that I had, the friends that
I made, the hangout spots, and the
jobs I had. I realize, hey...l had an
awesome time at Seattle University! I
made lots offriendships and received
lots ofexperiences that I will cherish
for the rest ofmy life.
One of the most incredible experiences that
I had at Seattle University happened to me
freshman year and has been ongoing these
past four years. Coming into the university
setting, I knew very few people and was
unsure of who I was going to come across
in my journey. However, my journey here at
Seattle U started offwith an incredible bang.
I met about twenty people who were in the
same shoes as I was.
We were all excited about coming into
the university, yet scared because we were
unsure of what to expect. We decided to all
come together and become a family where
we hung out, cracked jokes, discussed our
feelings and basically carried each other every
step of the way.
Through good times and bad times, we
were always there for one another and this is
what helped each ofus grow, believe in our-
selves, and survive the challenges presented
to us within the university setting and in our
personal lives. I am very fortunate to have
such a great group of friends who I wouldn't
hesitate to call my family. There are so many
ofy'all to name,but you Jehovah'sknow who
you are. From the bottom ofmy heart, thank
you - all of you!
In closing, there is something that I want to
pass on to other students. One quote that de-
scribes how I experience life is as follows:
"Sometimes you just have to take the leap
and build your wings on the way down"
- Kobi Yamada.
You will never know until you try it. The
best advice that I can give to underclassman is
to be open to all experiences that are presented
to you. Don't be afraid to put yourself out
there and take a chance. You may not realize
it, but every moment defines who you are
and what you are all about. Take that leap,
don't doubt, but believe in yourself; you will
adapt and buildthose wings to help you glide
through life.
Ifall else fails, justremember that God will
always be there to look over you. Thank you
Seattle University, and good luck to all ofyou
on your journey oflife.
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Arts &Entertainment
Alumnus launches new fashion line
Lily Ko
spectatorae@gmail. com
"Jesus Branded" is the name, but the mean-
ing is in no way branding Jesus, says Quang
Dihn, an '05 engineering graduate who is
now the lead fashion designer for the new
faith-based clothing line.
The name is actually taken from a scripture
verse and, conveniently, works as a witty
brand name to market the new clothing line.
"Branding Jesus is the opposite of what
we're trying to do. We've had problems with
people asking us about this before. They think
'Oh, they're just trying to make money offof
Jesus' name,'" said Dihn. The designer insists
everything evolves around the scripture and
what God wants them to do.
It started as a small group of high-school
friends who went their separate ways and
pursued different paths in college. Now, those
same friends came back together to form the
core group for Jesus Branded.
These friendsdidn'tput everything into this
until after graduating with non-fashion de-
grees. The people involved are very passionate
about their faith and bring-
ing that to this job. In fact,
several ofthem turned down
job offers from Fortune 500
companies, said marketing
director Wing Lum.
There are also two fashion
interns from the Seattle Art
Institute and three marketing
interns from the University
of Washington to bring the
necessary skills and knowl-
"Engineering was my ma-
jor, but God didn't send me
to a cubicle to punch num-
bers for Boeing. I've always
been altruistic," satd Dihn.
Dihn admits that he went
with engineering because of
his parents' influence, but he




Alumnus Quang Dihn( left), '05, and Wing Lum
(right) are directors for Jesus Branded.
the challenging major: "It's not learning, it's
learning how to learn and pick up things re-
ally fast. This really helped me in the fashion
business. I wouldn'tbe where I am today with
textiles and construction methods without my
engineering degree."
After traveling to India on a
mission trip to an orphanage,
Dihn realized that his voca-
tion wasn't with a nine-to-five
job, but with a faith-based
group.
He said, "seeing slum chil-
dren playing next to piles of
garbage, happy as they can be
because that's all they know
and here [I am] Quang in
Seattle, a spoiled brat, com-
plaining about having to go
to school and not getting the
right drink at Starbucks - I
just felt like my life wasn't
where I wanted it to be."
From this experience, Jesus
Branded decided they were





will be donating to
Clothes-a-Nation
and will give shirts
and humanitarian
aid to India. Jesus
Branded aims to
give 30 percent









dards very closely and made a big deal to
give back to every community that helped
manufacture," saidLum.
Lum describes the line as "a western Chris-
tian fashion-forward clothing line."
The first line consists of mainly tops for
men and women. These range from printed to
embroidered in both t-shirts and long-sleeved
shirts.
Next season, the team plans to launch more
outerwear and hoodies, but wants to keep ev-
erything as "basic wear" conveying Christian
messages. "I don't think anyone wants to wear
a Jesus Branded pair of jeans," said Dihn.
"One ofthe reasons I wanted to do this was
because Christian t-shirts are really parody-
based and cheesy. Especially these days since
the Christian movement is a little more mature
and they want to be more fashionable and a
little more edgy," explained Dihn.
Currently there aren't many Christian t-
shirt designers and no one is really creating
the edgy, hip looks that Jesus Branded will
provide.
"Right now Caruso is the leading Christian
t-shirt manufacture and their design team is
made up of40-year-olds," said Lum.
Jesus Branded will be a biannual clothing
linethat intends to stay in Seattle. "We will not
be. leaving this wonderfiil place even though
it wouldbe a lot easier to move to LA or New
York. You can't leave the place you love the
most," said Dihn.
The group explained that Jesus Branded
will always be obviously Christian, but the
designs are great and some are not as obvi-
ously religious as others.
While there is a large Christian market, the
group encourages non-Christians to at least
consider the clothes as clothes before judg-
ing. "The designs and construction are of the
highest quality," said Dihn.
Also, interns and even members of the
core group are non-Christians. "As we grow
as a company we're going to get more non-
Christians working with us. Actually, a lot
of our vendors are non-Christians already,"
said Lum.
The Jesus Branded shirts
have modern designs that are
both blantantly (left), and not
as obviously, religious (right).
The groups says they are aware ofChristian
stereotypes and due to theirbusiness ethics and
openness, non-Christians feel very comfort-
able working with them.
"We don't force people to go to church or
anything," explains Dihn.
JesusBranded apparel is currently available
online in a special sneak-peak. This summer,
itwill be available at CreationFestival East &
West as well as 10 other festivals. Prices range
from $25-$35. For more information please
visit www.jesusbranded.com.
Jered Carter/The Spectator
KSUB: 2006-2007 staff aims to change the radio
KSUB, Seattle University's stu-
dent radio station, has announced its
Executive Staff for the 2006-2007
school year, with Rob La Gatta
serving as general manager and Will
Johnsen acting as music director.
The stationrecently began broad-
casting in the Hawk's Nest Bistro be-
tween the hours of6 and 10 p.m. on
weeknights, a huge step up in terms
of exposure for the DJs who were
previously only heard online. The
station currently operates on the 98.1
FM frequency, but the broadcast sent
out from their antenna on top of the
Lemieux Library only stretches to
the three residence halls (and even
that reception gets spotty in harsh
weather conditions).
Though chances for an actual
broadcast frequency seem slim at
this point - the process requires get-
ting a license from theFederal Com-
munications Commission (FCC)
that costs somewhere in the range
of seven figures - KSUB plans to
aggressively target local artists and
media outlets for exposure.
Some significant changes are ex-
pected within the coming year. The
station recently began a working
relationship with Music + Fashion
Magazine which allows KSUB free
advertising within the pages of the
rapidly growing publication.
In exchange, employees of the
magazine get a two-hour broadcast
slot during which they showcase
new artists.
This trade-off will most likely
continue into the coming year. And
with every new artist played comes
a potential new listener.
"I'm planning on continuing to
build the KSUB library. I want to ar-
range more interviews and develop
contact with artists themselves," said
Johnsen, a sophomore journalism
major, "and build up so we can get
more releases from other genres."
Johnsen, who has served as hip
hop genre director this year, says he
significantly increased the amount of
hip hop records the station receives
from labels. Last year that number
totaled around five; this year it is
Rob La Gatta (left) and Will Johnsen (right) are now
KSUB general manager and music director, respectively.
almost 300_ He believes that the
more contacts made in the music
world that stretch beyond hip hop,
the more albumsKSUB will get, and
the more artists they will be able to
expose to students.
Most responsibilities that involve
dealing with outside organizations
will fall in the lap of Promotions/
Marketing Director Dean Powell, a
junior business/economics major.
"Next year, I plan on working out
grants and expanding listenership,"
he said, citing the need to involve
freshmen as soon as they arrive on
campus.
"Fundraising is probably one
of the bigger [goals]. And one of
the main jobs I want to focus on
is really getting on Facebook and
Myspace."
He believes these two sites, used
both as ways to connect with friends
but also as networking tools for art-
ists, will be key in expanding the
station's name, both in Seattle and
across the world (the benefits ofan
Internet station is that people can
listen to it anywhere, so long as they
have an Internet connection).
Staff members have already be-
gun planning. La Gatta, Johnsen
and Powell will all be remaining in
Seattle through the summer to work
on ironing out the details so KSUB
can start the year with a bang.
KSUB is still looking to fill staff
positions for the 2006-2007 school
year.
Those interested in becoming
Sports Director, News Director,
Webmaster or Production Manager
are encouraged to contact Rob La
Gattaat lagattar@seattleu.edu.There
is alwaysroom for more DJs as well,
and thosewho sign up sooner will be
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What would you have




Suzy St. George, copy editor
"A hard-hitting
comparison of Family Guy
and American Dad, so we
can prove, once and for all,
that Family Guy is far, far
superior."
Krystal Corbray, copy editor
"A proper fare-well
to our beloved Katie
Couric. She's a
journalistic legend and
inspiration to us all."
Lily Ko, Arts & Entertainment
Editor
"Personal ads."
Nick Lollini, opinion and
co-managing editor
"I would have liked
to have seen pictures




Jered Carter, spring quar-







DJ Weidner, ASSU staff col-
umnist
"Moves you can use to
protect yourself when
walking by the AM/PM."
Katie Musselman, sports editor
"Much more dedication to
in-depth gang and crime
coverage. In a city plagued
by crack, what is better
to read about than its
infiltration of our lives?,,
Rob LaGatta, investigative reporter
"Why we [the
seniors] are having a
stupid cruise instead
of GameWorks,
which had already
been voted on."
Kevin Curley,
editor-in-chief
